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Design of the Foundations of the Shell Building, London

Projet de Fondations pour le Shell Building à Londres

by G . M . J. W i l l ia m s , Scott & W ilson, K irk p atrick  & P artners, 47, V ictoria S treet, L ondon , E ngland

Summary

The results of the site investigation and the design of the founda
tions of a building to be built in London are described. The building 
will impose varying pressures on the ground, ranging from a net 
increase of 2-2 tons per sq. ft. to a net decrease of 1 -8 tons per sq. ft. 
The site is underlain by London clay and considérable differential 
settlements will occur.

Several tube railway tunnels pass under the site and the adjacent 
foundation loads must be taken below them. Some other parts of 
the building must also have deep foundations to avoid excessive 
differential settlements. These will consist of concrete cylinders cast 
in situ with enlarged bases. The remainder of the building will be 
supported on shallow foundations resting on the London clay.

The excavations for the large basements will cause the London clay 
to swell, resulting in an upward displacement of the railway tunnels. 
It is estimated that this will be between 0-8 and 1 -5 in.

This building, which is now under construction, marks a new 

departure in London building. The designers have provided a 

large open area a t ground level for public amenities, combined 

with sufficient office space to  make the project financially 

possible, and proportionate car-parking space. They have 

also had to provide extensive recreational facilities, including 

restaurants, gymnasia, a swimming pool and a cinéma. These

Sommaire

On décrit les résultats de l'étude sur chantier et le calcul des 
fondations d’un bâtiment que l’on va construire à Londres. Ce 
bâtiment exercera des pressions variables sur le terrain, allant d’une 
augmentation nette de 2-2 tonnes par pied carré jusqu’à diminution 
nette de 1 -8 tonnes par pied carré. Le sol argileux de Londres forme 
la couche sous-jacente du chantier, et de considérables tassements 
différentiels se produiront.

Plusieurs tunnels du métro passent en dessous du chantier, et 
on doit aussi prendre en considération les charges des fondations 
adjacentes. D’autres parties du bâtiment doivent aussi avoir des 
fondations profondes, pour éviter des tassements différentiels 
excessifs. Ces fondations seront executées en colonnes de béton 
coulé, en place (in situ), avec bases évasées. Des fondations peu 
profondes reposant sur le sol argileux de Londres soutiendront le 
reste du bâtiment.

Les excavations pour les grands soubassements feront gonfler le sol 
argileux de Londres: il en résultera un déplacement ascentionnel des 
tunnels du métro. On calcule que ce déplacement sera entre 0-8 et 
1 -5 pouces.

requirements have led to a relatively small part o f the site being 

occupied above ground by office blocks, including one block 

of 27 storeys, and deep basements over the whole site to  accom- 

modate the garages and spaces requiring large spans, such as the 

gymnasia, swimming pool and cinéma. These must be placed 

underground to  leave sufficient open space a t ground level. 

The général layout of the building is shown in Fig. 1.

Tower_

Chicheley Street wing 
(hidden beh/nd tower 
in this view)

Underground garage 
swimming pool and 
cinéma

Limit of basement 
.37 feet to 45 feet 
deep

Limit of basement 
20 feet deep

Downstream section

Underground
garage

Fig. 1 General layout of building 

Tracé générale du bâtiment
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The strata under the site is shown in Fig. 2. This land was 

once part of the riverside marshes and was raised to its present 

level about 200 years ago. Immediately below the filling there 

is a stratum  of very soft, recently deposited, clay of thickness 

varying up to 20 ft., containing occasional layers of peat. This 

clay, which has a cohésion of about 450 lb. per sq. ft., is locally 

referred to as ‘Bungum ’. Beneath the Bungum there lies a 

stratum  of dense sandy gravel which is saturated with water 

under a slight artesian head, with a rest-level about 15 ft. below 

the ground surface. Standard pénétration tests made in this 

gravel, using the standard sampling spoon described by 

T e r z a g h i  and P e c k  (1948) gave results between 45 and 70 

blows per ft. pénétration, with the exception of one resuit of
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Fig. 2 Typical strata under the site

Couches typiques en dessous du chantier

149 blows per ft. This very high resuit was probably due to 

the end of the sampling spoon becoming jammed against a 

particularly large stone in the gravel.

Beneath the gravel lies the London clay—a stiff, fissured, 

over-consolidated Eocene clay which is about 100 ft. thick 

under this site. A large number of 4in. diameter undisturbed 

samples were taken of the London clay, and the variation with 

depth of their properties is shown in Fig. 3. The cohésion was 

measured in the triaxial-test machine, under latéral pressures 

of up to  40 lb. per sq. in., but with no drainage of the specimen 

either before or during the test. The cohésion was independent 

of the latéral pressure for latéral pressures above 10 lb. per

sq. in. In a few cases the effective stress parameters, c' and <f>\ 
were determined by measuring pore-water pressures in un- 

drained triaxial tests. They were found to be 300 lb. per sq. ft. 

and 20 degrees respectively. The consolidation tests were 

carried out using a 3 in. diameter cell with a fixed ring. The 

coefficients of volume change in compression plotted in Fig. 3 

are the values for an increase in effective pressure of 1 ton per 

sq. ft. beyond the pre-consolidation pressure of each specimen. 

The coefficients of volume change in swelling were determined 

for a decrease of 1 ton per sq. ft. from the critical pressure, 

i.e. the pressure required just to stop the sample swelling when 

water is first put into the consolidation cell. The coefficient o f 

consolidation, cv, was found to  be independent of depth, with 

an  average value of 4 sq. ft. per year.

Fig. 4a shows the average weight per unit area of the 

various parts o f the building a t foundation level, and Fig. 4b 

shows the net change in the average pressure on the soil at 

basement level. Thus the pressures shown in Fig. 4b are 

those given in Fig. 4a less the weight of soil excavated for the 

basements.

Com paring the pressures shown in Fig. 4 (a and b) with the 

properties of the London clay, shallow foundations could be 

provided which would be safe against shear failure. Even the 

heavily loaded tower would only exert a pressure of about 

3-8 ton per sq. ft. on a raft o f area equal to  that o f its super

structure, and such a raft would have an ultimate bearing 

capacity of at least 11 ton per sq. ft. It would settle about 5 in. 

in 100 years, after making allowance for the weight o f the soil 

excavated, and a stiffened basement would be necessary to avoid 

dangerous differential settlements towards the corners. Other- 

wise this settlement could be accepted provided, first, that there 

was no danger o f the tower tilting, and secondly that any 

adjacent parts o f the building could be planned to  Iimit dif

ferential settlements between them and the tower. In  other 

words a shallow foundation on top o f the London clay could 

be provided for a tower of 27 storeys provided that it was at 

the centre o f a symmetrically loaded area, and that the number 

o f floors and depth of the basements o f the surrounding 

structure were planned to  eliminate serious differential 

settlements. A cross-section of such a building is shown in 

Fig. 5.

However, in the present case, if they were both founded on 

top of the London clay, the presence of the Chicheley Street 

wing on one side of the Tower with nothing to counter- 

balance it on the other side would cause a differential settle

ment o f about 2 in. to develop across the Tower in 50 years. 

This tilt would be too great to be acceptable. Neither is the 

second requirement for a raft foundation met because adjacent 

to  the two shorter ends of the Tower there are areas with deep 

basements and no superstructure. The swelling o f the London 

clay due to the réduction of vertical pressure could cause these 

areas to heave about 3 in. in 50 years, when there might be a 

differential movement of up to  7 in. between them and the 

Tower. F or these reasons it was decided to  found the tower 

sufficiently deep to  eliminate the majority o f the settlement 

attributable to the London clay.

Four tube railway tunnels lie in the London clay beneath the 

site in the positions indicated in Fig. 4a. These tunnels are 

lined with bolted cast-iron segments, the rails resting on con

crète inverts cast inside the lining. There will only be 5 ft. of 

soil between the basement floor and the crown of the upper 

Bakerloo Line tunnel C ro ssin g  the upstream  section of the site. 

The h e a v in g  of the London clay caused by the réduction of the 

overburden when this basement is excavated will cause these 

tunnels to rise appreciably. This heave can be divided into the 

‘elastic’ heave which will occur immediately, and the slow 

swelling due to the réduction of the vertical pressure in the 

underlying clay which will persist for several centuries. The
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Fig. 3 Soil properties

Propriétés du sol

rapidly occurring ‘elastic' heave would be much more likely to 

damage the tunnels than the subséquent swelling, because the 

latter will occur so slowly that the tunnels will be able to 

adjust themselves to  the change in shape by plastic deforma

tions and small movements between the segments.

If  a value can be assigned to  Young’s modulus for the under- 

lying soil, the ‘elastic’ heave can be calculated by the method 

developed by S t e i n b r e n n e r  (1937), treating the weight o f the 

soil excavated as a negative load incrément. Unfortunately, 

very few measurements have been made of Young’s modulus 

for London clay in unloading. Laboratory tests carried out 

by Professor A. W. Skempton in the triaxial compression 

machine gave a value of about 1000 ton  per sq. ft. ; and Richard 

Costain Ltd. recently observed the heave under an excavation 

near to  St Paul’s Cathedral obtaining a resuit consistent with 

an average value of Young’s modulus of 980 ton per sq. ft. 

The only other reported measurements of heave due to  the 

London clay appear to  be those made inside the coffer-dams 

for the piers o f W aterloo and Chelsea Bridges (C o o l i n g , 1948; 

B u c k t o n  and F e r e d a y , 1938). I t is not certain that the whole 

o f the heave was measured in these latter two instances, but 

they suggest that Young’s modulus must lie between 400 and 

1600 ton  per sq. ft. Thus for estimating the maximum ‘elastic’ 

heave likely to  occur, a value of 1000 ton per sq. ft. was as- 

sumed for Young’s modulus o f the London clay.

Since the basement excavation is some 500 ft. wide and the 

London Clay is only about 100 ft. thick, the various strata 

beneath the London clay could also contribute to  the heave. 

The Thanet sand and the chalk are not likely to swell per- 

ceptibly under the decrease in vertical pressure, and Young’s 

modulus for them has been assumed infinité ; but the Woolwich 

and Reading beds contain clays whose properties as measured 

in the laboratory did not differ greatly from those of the

London clay, and thus a  value of 1000 ton per sq. ft. could also 

be assumed for Young’s modulus of these beds, to simplify the 

calculations. However, the Woolwich and Reading beds con

tain a number of strata o f sand, so that their average Young’s 

modulus is probably greater than this. Furtherm ore there is 

evidence obtained, during tunnelling through them, that the 

Woolwich and Reading clays are much harder than the London 

clay, and sample disturbance may have caused the laboratory 

tests to give low values for the various properties of these clays 

—in one case 200 blows were required to obtain a 4 in. sample 

o f these clays.

Assuming an average value of 1000 ton per sq. ft. for Young’s 

modulus through the full thickness of both the London clays 

and the Woolwich and Reading clays, the elastic heave of the 

tunnels would be 1-5 in., whilst it would be 0-8 in. if Young’s 

modulus of the Woolwich and Reading beds was assumed 

infinité. The true value probably lies between these values and 

is most probably nearer to the lower end of the bracket. The 

same calculations show that the tunnels will deflect the full 

am ount over a distance of about 150 ft.

The tunnels are flexible in a longitudinal direction and are 

unlikely to  suffer any serious damage from this heave, which will 

mostly be taken up by a sériés o f very small movements between 

adjacent rings. However it is known that during their con

struction cases occurred when the boit holes were badly aligned 

and the bolts were driven in forcibly. Such tight bolts might 

resist the movement between the rings and set up high local 

stresses which could break portions off the flanges of the seg

ments. To prevent this an examination is to be made of the 

tunnels before the excavation commences, to  locate and remove 

ail tight bolts.

O ther works in their vicinity have shown that, whilst the 

tunnels are flexible longitudinally, they are susceptible to
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damage from changes in the distribution of the radial pressures 

acting on them. To avoid this, ail loads from the building 

coming down in the vicinity of the tunnels must be taken 

down to a depth well below them before being transferred to 

the soil; and under the York Road wing in particular some 

large foundation beams will be necessary to carry the building 

over the tunnels.

Thus there are two sections of the building which, for differ- 

ing reasons, must be located on deep footings, and otherwise, 

for economy, it is desirable to  restrict the areas of deep footings 

as much as possible. However, in 50 years as much as 1 in. 

differential settlement could develop between those 12-storey 

sections of the building founded on shallow footings and those 

on deep footings, whilst the sections without superstructure

the Woolwich and Reading beds would be small and could be 

accepted.
The cylinders, however, could not be founded on the stratum  

of sand at the top of the Woolwich and Reading beds im- 

mediately below the London clay because this sand contains 

water under a head of about 40 ft. which would burst into the 

excavation for the cylinder shaft. The inrush o f water would 

loosen the sand underneath to  an unascertainable extent and, 

whilst this could be overcome by filling the shaft with water and 

excavating the lower parts in the wet, it would not be possible 

to enlarge the base, the bottom  could not be inspected and the 

concrete lining would have to be placed under water. These 

difficulties could be overcome by excavating the lower parts o f 

the cylinder shaft under compressed air, but only at greatly 

increased cost. Thus the best level for founding the cylinders 

is just sufficiently above the bottom  o f the London clay to 

ensure that there is no danger of the bottom  being blown up 

when the base is enlarged.

The ultimate carrying capacity of a single cylinder was taken 

as the sum of a pressure acting on the enlarged base of nine 

times the cohésion of the underlying clay and a shear force on

__________2 7 Storeys

100 50 0 100 200 300 400 500

Scole in ft. Deep footings between

Downstream section Upstream section

00
Fig. 4 (a) Average total weight per unit area in tons per sq. ft. ; 

(b) average net weight per unit area in tons per sq. ft.

(a) Poids totale moyen par unité de surface en tonnes/pied 
carré; (b) poids totale net par unité de surface en tonnes/ 
pied carré

could rise 2 in. with respect to the sections on deep footings. 

Thus the boundaries between the sections on deep and shallow 

footings must be located where these differential settlements 

will be least serious, at the same time limiting the number of 

deep footings as much as possible. The locations chosen for 

the boundaries are shown in Fig. 4.

The deep foundations will consist o f solid concrete cylinders 

cast in situ with a belled-out base, a single cylinder o f suitable 

size being placed under each column to avoid the need for pile 

caps. The London clay is suited to this form of construction 

because it will stand well for short periods with little support. 

Calculations showed that if the cylinders were founded at the 

bottom  of the London clay the settlements due to the clays in

10 Storeys

6 Storeys

Fig. 5 Section of building planned to minimize differential settle
ment

Tranchée de bâtiment calculée pour diminuer le tassement 
différentiel

the sides of the shaft above the enlargement o f 0-7 times the 

cohésion of the adjacent soil. The factor o f 0-7 is taken in 

over-consolidated clays to  allow for the clay softening when wet 

concrete is placed in contact with it. Each group of cylinders 

was checked to ensure that the ultimate carrying capacity o f the 

group did not exceed the sum o f the ultimate carrying capacities 

o f the cylinders within it. A factor o f safety of three was 

allowed when determining permissible carrying capacities from 

the ultimate carrying capacities.

The shallow foundations were designed with bearing pres

sures not exceeding 1 -6 tons per sq. ft. for strip foundations, 

and 2-1 tons per sq. ft. for square foundations.

The avoidance of excessive differential settlements was 

frequently the deciding factor in designing the shallow footings. 

The designers have sought to ensure that a t the end of 100 years 

the differential settlement between two adjacent columns will 

not exceed 1/500 of the distance between them.

Fig. 6 shows a typical cross-section through the foundations 

together with the calculated movements along this section at 

various intervais o f time. The compression and swelling of 

the Woolwich and Reading beds have probably been over-

200 300 400 500
Deep footings between 

boundary lines Ia n d  U
Northern Une 0  . . . •
tube tunnels B a ke rlooüne

Downstream section

_ - - ' r

r  o°d

Upstream section

(a)

3cale in ft.
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—°— Seulement at end ol construction

— Seulement a/ter 10 years

•--o--Seulement alter20years

—+—Seulement after 50 years

The position of this section is shown on Fig. 4 b

Fig. 6 Typical cross-section and computed seulement 

Coupe transversale typique et tassement estimé

estimated so that the movements shown represent the upper 

limit o f those expected.

The Architects fo r  the building are Messrs Easton & Robertson, 

and the Consulting Engineers are Messrs Scott & Wilson, Kirk- 

patrick & Partners, both o f  London. The author is also indebted 

to Professor Skempton fo r  bringing to his attention various 

observations that have been made o f  heave due to the expansion 

o f  the London clay under an excavation.
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